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What Ofsted said:

Quality of Education

The quality of education is inconsistent. 
Some subjects, such as mathematics, PE, 

and design and technology, are not planned 
well enough or are heavily focused on 

examination technique. In science, teaching 
is not sufficiently ambitious. Senior leaders 

should make sure that all subjects are 
consistently well planned and taught so that 

pupils’ learning across the curriculum* is 
deep and secure.



What the school is doing:

Quality of Education

Shared Lesson 
Structures

EVERY lesson starts 
and ends with an intro 
and exit slide to help 

develop memory 
recall

EVERY lesson includes 
a period of silent 

independent work

Reviewing Subject 
Content

Using internal and 
external reviewers to 
ensure each subject 

fully covers the 
national curriculum

Ensuring curriculum is 
ambitious in what is 

being taught

Rigorous 
Monitoring

Half Termly 
monitoring 
programme

Ensuring what is being 
taught, and how it is 

being taught, is of the 
highest quality.



Summer Term Update:

Quality of Education

Each subject has reviewed its curriculum. 

Curriculum maps are available on the school website

There have been curriculum reviews (by external experts) of all 
subjects criticised in the Ofsted report. All necessary 
improvements have been made

Our quality assurance processes for monitoring lessons shows that 
the new lesson structure is well established in the vast majority of 
lessons

Both teacher and student feedback on the new structure is very 
positive



What Ofsted said:

SEND Provision

Although pupils with SEND (Special 
Educational Needs and Disabilities) follow 

the same curriculum as others, they are not 
supported well enough in class, and 

teaching is not sufficiently adapted to help 
them learn well. Leaders and governors 

should ensure that support for these pupils 
is strengthened across the curriculum. 



What the school is doing:

SEND Provision

External Audit

Using Lewisham 
Council to audit SEND 

offer

Fully understanding the 
current strengths and 

weaknesses of our 
provision

Staff Training

Providing specialist 
training

Ensuring every teacher 
knows and understands 

the SEND needs of 
every child they teach.

Ensuring teachers know 
the best way to help 

SEND students access 
learning / make 

progress



Summer Term Update:

SEND Provision

Lewisham audit of SEND provision completed. Positive about the 
range of strategies used by teachers to support SEND students

All staff have received training on how best to meet the needs of 
SEND students they teach

Information about SEND students is now in a more accessible 
format. There are weekly updates for staff from the SENCo

Our quality assurance processes for monitoring lessons show an 
improving picture of SEND support



What Ofsted said:

Behaviour

Despite recent changes to the school’s 
behaviour policy and a reduction in recorded 

incidents of misbehaviour, teachers’ 
expectations in the classroom remain 
inconsistent. This leads to low-level 

disruption, which, in turn, is sometimes 
unchallenged and disrupts learning in 

lessons. Leaders should ensure that the 
school’s behaviour policy is applied 

consistently by all staff, both in lessons and 
around the school.



What the school is doing:

Behaviour

External Support

Working with external 
consultants, partner 

schools and DoE to build 
upon best practice 
within the school.

Behaviour Policy

Simplified policy so that 
rules, routines and 

expectations are easy to 
understand and apply.

Continuous monitoring 
of implementation of 

policy

Behaviour 
Training

Regular training for 
staff – plus additional 

support those finding it 
harder to adapt

Regular reminders for 
students so that 

everyone is clear about 
systems, rules and 

expectations.



Summer Term Update:

Behaviour

We have engaged an external consultant (former Headteacher) to 
work with us to embed and develop new behaviour protocols

Our quality assurance processes for monitoring lessons show good 
establishment of new behaviour protocols leading to good 
behaviour for learning in the vast majority of lessons

Numbers of students sent out of lessons, given detentions and 
exclusions (internal and external) have fallen since introduction of 
new protocols



Summer term update

• We have engaged an external consultant (a 
former Headteacher) to work with us to embed 
and develop our new behaviour protocols

• Our quality assurance processes for monitoring 
lessons show good establishment of new 
behaviour protocols leading to good behaviour 
for learning in the vast majority of lessons

• Numbers of students sent out of lessons, given 
detentions and exclusions (internal and external) 
have fallen since the introduction of the new 
protocols

Behaviour



Homework
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Homework is a vital part of the curriculum, and 

there is a clear link between the completion of 

homework and achievement. 

The Homework Policy is available on school website: 
https://foresthill.lewisham.sch.uk/school-policies/

https://foresthill.lewisham.sch.uk/school-policies/


Why do we set homework?

Extend and consolidate the learning in the classroom1
Encourage and develop independent study by developing self-
discipline, responsibility and motivation2
Encourage and develop organisational skills such as time 
management and planning skills3

Develop the revision skills necessary for exam success4

Undertake activities not possible in the classroom 5

Prepare for future learning in the classroom6

Engage and involve parents and carers in their son’s education7



How often do we set homework?

KS3 
Number of Homework(s) per week in Years 7, 8 & 9 

Subject  Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 

ENGLISH two* two* two*

MATHS one one one 

SCIENCE one one one 

HISTORY one one one 

GEOGRAPHY fortnightly one one 

MODERN LANGUAGES  one one one 

RE fortnightly fortnightly fortnightly 

COMPUTER STUDIES fortnightly fortnightly fortnightly 

*One of these is Reading homework.



Homework Platform



What types of homework do we set?

Question sheets

Worksheets with Maths problems

Online work, e.g. MyMaths

Research tasks

Translation exercise

Learning vocabulary

Reading

Revision

Quizzes





What happens to 
homework once it has 

been set?



How do students receive feedback?

Student self-assessment

Peer assessment

Group peer marking

Online quizzes feedback

Revision – feedback from tests

Teacher written feedback (marking)



Homework in English

Gives parents a chance to 
see what is being studied1
Teaches responsibility and 
independence2
Builds vocabulary – how 
meaning develops3

Revises past work4
Homework checking / 
sanctions 5



Weekly Quizzes 
(part of each homework)

Check understanding of key ideas

Increasingly complicated

Revisits words to ensure correct understanding

Tragedy: a serious drama 
typically describing a 
conflict between the 
protagonist and a superior 
force (such as destiny)

Tragedy: an imitation [mimēsis] 
of an action that is serious, 
complete, and of a certain 
magnitude…through pity and fear 
effecting the proper purgation 
[catharsis] of these emotions.”

YEAR 7 YEAR 12



English Homework – 3 Weekly Tasks

Reading and summarising specific information

Independent and guided research

Extended writing

Homework tasks aim to improve assessment results



Research and Reading Tasks

Research and reading tasks are monitored through discussion and 
teacher checks 

Tasks aim to broaden students understanding of the texts they study

Here a student has chosen his two best ideas and added another from a 
class discussion



Extended Writing

Teachers check the homework

Teachers provide whole class targets: e.g.

1. Has your partner varied your sentence length?

2. Has your partner used metaphors and similes

Teachers model marking and feedback

Students mark each other’s work



Extended Writing – Example 



Why is homework sometimes not set?

Teacher illness1

Split classes / confusion about which teacher is setting homework2

Set but not recorded on Show My Homework3



What support can parents provide?

Do raise concerns

Check SMHW (parental log-in) 

Set up expectation that child will show you their homework 

Find a quiet space to work

Establish a routine

Support/help your child without doing the homework for him

Encourage use of the Homework Club



Questions?


